
STACK Switch from Lithonia Lighting® is the fully switchable solution 

from the newest family in lay-ins. It brings the latest technology options 

with Adjustable Lumen Output (ALO) and switchable Color Temperature 

(CCT) to the upgraded form factor that is the STACK family.

Save time and never worry about getting to the jobsite and realizing  

you have the wrong package, simply adjust and select what you're 

looking for before installation. Eliminate the guesswork and be 

empowered to make game-time installation decisions.

Commercial Indoor

 � Three Switchable Color Temperatures (SWW)

 � Three Adjustable Lumen Outputs (ALO)

 � Available in 1'x4', 2'x2' and 2'x4'

 � 27 possible configurations in three fixtures

 � A wide, 7-inch curved lens

 � Easy installation into grid ceilings

 � Less than 2" in overall depth

 � 2'x2 and 2'x4' sizes are a part  
of Contractor Select™

 � Extremely flexible and versatile

Features and Benefits
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Visit lithonia.com/stack for more information.

The next generation family of products, each purpose-designed to be the solution for any lay-in need.

STACK™ Family 

STACK Pack™ 

Your high-value, cost-

effective and jobsite 

friendly fixture.  

Just one box ships  

four 2'x2' fixtures or  

two 2'x4' fixtures.

STACK Switch™ 

Get the convenience  

and innovation of fully  

switchable technology  

while enjoying the same  

form factor as the rest  

of the family.

STACK™ 

The updated performance,  

high-configurable,  

aesthetically pleasing  

center-element that  

can cover almost  

any desire.

STACK Prime™ 

The most configurable 

option that specializes  

in going above and 

beyond expectations.  

It is visually comfortable, 

highly efficient, and has 

integrated trim rings to 

set it apart.

STACK Switch™ is perfect for new projects or renovations in several different applications  

such as healthcare, education, commercial office, retail and more.


